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NEW SENIOR TEAM

Head Girl

Joint Deputy Head Girls

Senior Prefects

Isabel Beresford-Cole

Poppy Froud

Wumi Andare

Rosie Gayner

Priscilla Bruce

Precious Inyaba

Jennifer Duffy

Trudy Nelson

Ella Hossenbux

Simi Solanke

Marcus Hopkins

Head Girl
Congratulations to our new

Heidi Hoxha

Senior Boy

Senior Team!

Jacob Gardner

Josh Udeozor

STAY SAFE AT HOME THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
During the school break we are asking that parents continue to
contact the school by email only if a pupil tests positive (to
generalenquiries@whsg.info).
The DfE have asked us to continue the tracing of school contacts
for known positive cases until December 24th, where symptoms
developed prior to December 21st.
Should we need to contact you, this will also be by email. The
school will not trace contacts during the period December 25th –
January 3rd inclusive, but you should still email the school if a
student tests positive.
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THE SCHOOL IN THE NEWS
Aanya Gupta, 8.2, scored the highest possible marks in
the Mensa IQ test with 162 points. This is two points
higher than physicist Albert Einstein, who is believed to
have had the same IQ as English physicist Professor
Stephen Hawking – who scored 160.
Aanya took the test by Mensa, The High IQ Society in
Colchester on October 17. Aanya was the youngest
contestant in the room, and her score puts her in the
top one per cent of the world in terms of intelligence!

Jashavie Raveendran in 8.6 has donated her hair to the
Little Princess Trust Charity. Her target was

£500

but she

has managed to exceed this target and raise a phenomenal

£695.

The Little Princess Trust is a UK charity which funds

pioneering life-saving research into childhood cancer. Not
only will the money that Jashavie has raised be going
towards this but her donated hair will be used to make wigs
which are given free of charge to people up to the age of
24 who have lost their hair due to cancer.
Well done Jashavie for your bravery and for making a
difference to other people’s lives. I hope your story inspires
others in the school to do charitable acts.

Miss Wadley-Smith

NEW ALUMNI COMMUNITY
Calling all Old Girls! If you are a past pupil you may be
interested to know that we have just launched our new
online community for alumni.
Our new WHSG Alumni Community is a great way to
connect with past pupils, keep up to date with info
from the school, read about what fellow alumni are up
to and find out about reunion events (when restrictions
lift). To join the community, please visit
community.whsg.info and set up your online profile.
We'd encourage all parents who are past pupils to sign
up and be part of an exciting way to connect with us
again and we'd love to hear from you if you would like
to be featured on the site!
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CENTENARY BOOKS PUBLISHED
To commemorate the centenary of Westcliff High School for Girls, former pupil and local author Judith Williams
has published two books for the school community to enjoy one recounting the
fascinating history of the school and the other containing memories and anecdotes form pupils.
Judith spent a year collating archive photos and interviewing past pupils and staff from across the decades and
the books will no doubt be a real page turner for anyone connected with the school.

Fide et Fortitudine: 100 Years of Westcliff High School for Girls (£12.99)

recounts the school’s journey

through the eyes of pupils and teachers from when it first opened in 1920 to becoming the successful grammar
school it is today. Including beautiful photos contributed from pupils and the school archives.

Voices of Westcliff High School For Girls (£10.99)

documents the voices of nearly 300 pupils and staff

chiming together to build a picture of the school over the past century. Pupils from past and present recall first
impressions, teachers, escapades and more with photos from across the decades.

Fundraising Manager Lucy Lock said "With many of our centenary celebrations understandably having to be
cancelled this year, the school hasn't quite been able to mark the special milestone as we had planned. The
books are a fantastic way of celebrating our history and will be a great keepsake for pupils past and present.
We are extremely grateful to Judith for dedicating her time to writing the books and for kindly donating all
proceeds from the sales to the school which will be used to enhance the facilities for pupils to enjoy."

When asked about the project, Judith said: "It has been
fascinating researching the books and talking to past pupils
and staff from across the years. I'm extremely grateful to all
the girls who so generously and openly shared their thoughts,
memories and photographs as their contributions all helped
make the books possible. My favourite memory, something that
many of us can relate to, came from Elizabeth Hind. She said,
"Still got my tie and my PE knickers. Only one of them still fits".
It’s made me so proud yet humbled to belong to this exclusive
club of thoughtful, clever, creative, dynamic, resourceful,
enterprising, ingenious, wonderful girls (yes, and some boys
now) and I very much hope that people enjoy reading it as
much as I enjoyed writing it".

Both books are available to order now via the recently
launched WHSG Alumni Community, a fantastic new website
where former pupils and staff can connect with each other and
find out about news and events taking place at WHSG. Visit
community.whsg.info/shop to place your order and join the
online community.

For further details please email pastpupils@whsg.info or call
Lucy Lock on 01702 476026 x223.
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HARVEST COLLECTION
Each year our school makes a Harvest
collection which is then given to our local
charity for the homeless in Southend called
HARP. Even with the current pandemic making
it tricky to gather together, the students still
managed to make a huge donation of
desperately needed food - well done and
thank you very much!
“Harvest is always a fantastic time of year for
us at HARP. It's wonderful to see so people in
the local community coming together to help
some of the most vulnerable people in our
town. The donations mean that we can
provide healthy meals to our services users,
whilst also allowing us to forward plan our
menus so we have as little waste as possible.
Last year, we served over 60,000 meals across
our services, meaning the food we receive at
Harvest really does make a huge difference.”

Dean Massey, HARP's Catering Coordinator.

HARES ABOUT TOWN
Hares About Town, a spectacular free art event that was
due to be hopping onto the streets of Southend this year
will now take place next Summer 2021!

The Hospice, which during coronavirus has been on the
front line of supporting terminally ill people and their
families in Southend and the surrounding area, took the
decision to postpone the trail back in March. The decision
to move the trail was to ensure the safety of residents and
tourists and to enable the Hospice to prioritise its patients
and local people being diagnosed with a terminal illness
and needing care and support during the pandemic.

The team are very excited to announce the new trail
dates: on the 1st July 2021 the streets of Southend will be
brought alive with these beautiful sculptures.

Our Leveret - Lucinda - has found her new home in the
library and is eagerly awaiting her new coat! The winning
design will be announced soon.
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JACK PETCHEY AWARDS
Blessing Abiri, 11.5, became winner of “Speak Out"
Challenge! Digital Final 14 with a powerful speech titled
‘400 years’.
This final took place via Zoom Webinar on Thursday 16th July,
2020.

You can find her speech on Youtube by visiting this link:
https://youtu.be/uEDF_Mwz5nI

White people... will
never have to walk
around a museum
surrounded by
artifacts stolen from
their motherlands.
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NATIONAL POETRY DAY RECITAL
On Thursday 1st October we had a poetry recital from students in the library to celebrate National Poetry Day!
Students stood up and read their poems in front of a socially distanced audience, including
Mrs Clifford and Miss O'Brien who formed the judging panel.
The winners of this year's poetry competition are:

1st: Samira Sara Hashmi, 9.3
2nd: Namy Warrier, 9.4
2nd: Davinia Ghataura, 7.1
2nd: Nishtha Suri, 7.3

Congratulations to everybody that took part!

Here is Samira's winning poem, 'I'm sorry Islam'.

I’m sorry Islam
I became a poem to answer,
All the questions about Islam that cower,
That fail to define me as a person,
But just increase this poison.

This poison of doubt turns to hatred,
They are all misread,

If you would open your eyes and discover,

Until one day all the stereotypes build;

What the world really meant when ‘racism stopped forever’

When will their wishes be fulfilled?

There are people capturing innocent Muslims for no reason,
Whilst we always look out for treason.

They all start off nice and simple,
Like “Do you sleep with your hijab on?” quite gentle

An innocent dad was stopped from seeing their child,

But then, evolve to the “Why are Muslims such terrorists?”

Because of his beard, his name and his clothing style,

Defining everyone with such criticism.

And when he tried to complain, he was accused of being hostile,
Because of you who prejudge based on our profile.

So, I guess it’s my job to say...
A poor mum with nowhere left to hide,
I am sorry for all the bombings in London,

Was tied, restricted to say anything, scared, terrified,

I am sorry Boston, Brussels and 9/11,

She was innocent but they would always whine,

I am sorry for making you uncomfortable on an airplane,

That the hijab on her head was an ISIS sign.

Sorry if I disrupt your culture by covering.
A confused child wandering around all alone with a frown,
Sorry for inventing the toothbrush, because who wants good

Only Allah knows when or how he will return to his hometown,

breath,

People around him suck up all his knowledge and replace it with ignorance,

Sorry for inventing coffee and the cameras in which you take your

And when he tries to regain his memory, he becomes a hindrance.

selfies,
Sorry for opening the first University and inventing biology and

Believe it or not I consider them my brothers and sisters; humanity is one.

chemistry.

They consider me a threat, violent, hateful and dangerous; brainwashing has

Oh yeah, so sorry for that one.

begun.
Please hear me when I say that Islam teaches respect and amity,

I don’t see how people can spend hours on social media saying

That murdering one person is like killing all of humanity,

“We shouldn’t be in this country,''

My voice echoes in vain.

But can’t take 5 minutes to see from our point of view.
I have no way of letting them know that I’m sick of the killing, raping,
No one can see,

bloodshed, death and wars.

That we as Muslims will never be free,

I stand for peace and happiness.

We showed all the colours to artists,
But they still like to believe that we crave to hate and to fight,

But they all coloured us terrorists.

They know nothing of our creed or of what lies inside,
They painted us with discrimination,

If they gave me a chance, I’d pry myself open wide,

Coloured us in with generalisation,

To show them that I’m. Just. Like. Them.

To present the masterpiece of Islamophobia.

By Samira Sara Hashmi 9.3
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HOUSE SPELLING BEE
YEAR SEVEN

MANDEVILLE won the Year Seven Spelling Bee on
Monday 14th December after beating Devereux in
sudden death round. They correctly spelled the
word 'conscientious' - well done to everyone who
took part!

Special well done to the team members: Tyra Bebel
(7.2), Mae Simnett (7.4), Ashmita Uthayakumar (7.5) and
Shanzay Yousaf (7.6)

Some of our House Captains came to cheer on the
competitors - it's always good to see some House
spirit!

YEAR EIGHT
DEVEREUX were victorious in the Year Eight
Spelling Bee on Friday 11th December after
winning a sudden death round with
Bourchier. They won after correctly spelling
the word 'menagerie' - congratulations to
the whole team!

The team was made up of: Dana Biswas (8.2),
Chidimma Oguledo (8.3), Feyi Dada (8.4), Imaan
Betteridge (8.5) and Yousha Uddin (8.6)

OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD
Operation Christmas Child took place this year
amongst a group of around twenty Year 13 students as
a way to give back to those who are less fortunate
than ourselves and to spread the love of God by
gifting them with Christmas presents in shoeboxes. This
was organised through the charity 'Samaritan's purse',
which is fuelled by sharing the Good News and love of

Thanks to all of the Year 13's that took part!

Jesus Christ. We hope this inspires everyone to be
loving to the people in their daily lives and give the
little that they can to those who need it, as charity truly
does begin in your immediate environment.

Merry Christmas and God bless,

Year 13 Operation Christmas Child Team

Arpitha Abraham

Jessica Lin

Madeleine Anorson

Anne Mano

Sorcha Archer-Zeff

Darlynn Nab

Rocio Ayerbe

Esther Oladimeji

Lauren Cooper

Charlotte Olley

Eira Evangelista

Amaya Peiris

James Hall

Emily Siu

Youmna Hasanin

Riya Thomas

Sophie Hobbs

Maddy Watt

Elvin Jacoyange

Zoe Williams

Christina Kandappasseri
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HOUSE CUP WINNERS 2019-2020
MANDEVILLE WINS THE CUP!

STUDENT COUNCIL UPDATE
The Student Council has been divided into separate year groups this year in order to make it more efficient
as well as to comply with COVID-19 rules. Years 7-12 elected representatives from each form group who
collated the opinions about the school from their peers. These form reps then met as year representatives to
discuss which were the most important 'Celebrations' and 'Concerns' that they would like to share with Dr
Hayman with the aim of bringing about meaningful change within the school. These meetings with Dr Hayman
are due to take place as soon as the students return to school in the new year.

Some of the celebrations that have been discussed are: the school allowing students to wear coats because
the windows are open, wearing PE kit to school and generally feeling safe around the school because of the
COVID-19 measures put in place, (eg: one-way corridors and hand sanitisers). The students would also like to
talk to Dr Hayman about the marquees and canteen timings for each year group, as well as many other areas
for possible improvements.

Mr P Vinten and Mrs S Brook
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PTA FUNDING DRIVING FORCE FOR #GIRLSGORACING
We are thrilled to announce that the Design & Technology Department has just
started a new club to design, build and race our very own electric car in the
Greenpower Electric Car Challenge. With thanks to funding from the PTA, we
have recently purchased a kit car which will be designed and built by pupils and
raced at motorsport venues in 2021 as part of a national competition.
Photographed below is Mrs Attack with the kit car which has now been taken
apart for pupils to build. This is a great opportunity to get pupils from years 7, 8
& 9 enthusiastic about science and engineering whilst giving them the
opportunity to get behind the wheel and get involved in this exciting team
challenge.
Our sincere thanks to the PTA for funding this fantastic opportunity
which will no doubt help unlock potential and spark enthusiasm for
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) through the
excitement of motorsport.
Team #Girlsgoracing are now looking for sponsors to fund the
bodywork of the car and a racekit to wear at the racing events. For
details of the fantastic sponsorship opportunities please email stlucy.lock@ whsg.info

BIRDBOX BUILDING
The DT team have been busy working with the Duke of Edinburgh students during their lunch-breaks to
produce bird houses to be sold via the PTA. Having had the support of the PTA for the #GirlsGoRacing project
and department, the DT team wanted to return the favour, making 40 bird houses from waste pallets found
around the school. These pallets would have been burnt or placed with general waste. The upcycling project
has raised

£400,

with all proceeds going to the PTA.
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PTA FUNDING FOR BIOLOGY EQUIPMENT
The PTA have just approved to fund two exciting new pieces
of equipment for the Biology Department.

A new digital

microscope will allow teacher led demonstrations of
microscope slides whilst whole class practicals aren't
possible. It will also help visually impaired students use
microscopes as the slide image is projected on the large
screen. In addition to this, PTA funding has also purchased a
Gel DNA Electrophoresis Classroom Kit which will allow more
students to take part in cutting edge genetics practicals and
investigations.

PTA APPEALS

PTA CHRISTMAS FUNDRAISING UPDATE
Many thanks to all those whom kindly purchased the Christmas Surprise boxes,
calendars and House stationery sets and to the PTA elves for kindly packing
and preparing all the items.

At the time of writing we are still totting up the

final figures but over a fantastic
sale of these items!

£900

has been raised for the school from the

All the items have now been distributed but there are a

number of orders still at school due to students self isolating.
Please be assured that the items will be given out by form tutors when we return after the Christmas
break. Please direct any enquiries about these items to st-lucy.lock@whsg.info
A huge thank you to the PTA team who continue to raise vital money for the school. On behalf of the
pupils who will benefit, we are extremely grateful to you all for your ongoing commitment to continue
to raise money despite the current restrictions
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STUDENT WORK
Biology
Savri Mantri, 6ACA, wrote an outstanding essay for publication - check it out below.

What Makes a Good Doctor?
The door to becoming a good doctor cannot be unlocked without climbing the staircase of virtues necessary.
Famous Philosopher: Immanuel Kant, emphasised the importance of balancing different virtues in order to attain
the golden mean. This is especially crucial in medicine as these qualities are ‘neither wholly subjective nor a
strict ideal’.

The very first step up that staircase is a passion for medicine. Each day you’re asked to approach a whole
spectrum of dilemmas, give your best efforts to treat others with the greatest of your abilities. That passion to
succour people in times of difficulty- when they are most vulnerable, should come from within, and this is
something no educational qualification can bring.

A fundamental craft and one that’s essential to create an empowering workforce is valid communication- one
the General Medical Council highlights firmly. The typical patient’s journey follows the exchange of
conversation with a range of different healthcare workers. No success in a hospital can be achieved without
clear communication between staff. Unclear conveyance would lead to both a lack of organisation and trust.
The skill of efficiently working in a team should be a categorical imperative for all doctors around the globe. An
essential aspect of working in clinical care is great organisation, this is also imperative to ensure things run
smoothly and productively on a daily basis. It’s a basic principle to follow to meet the assets of a good
physician.

Another seminal skill that great doctors must possess is the power to gain the patient’s trust. Our mental and
physical wellbeing is too valuable to give into the hands of someone you don’t find trust-worthy. A good doctor
must be ready to surpass expectations to form that special connection with their patient, regardless of who
they are- and see them as more than just their name and diagnosis on paper. Hippocrates famously said“Some patients recover because they believe in doctors.” showcasing how trust in doctors can help bring
positive psychological impacts for patients.

Improvisation, compromise and adaptation play a vital role in the 21st century field of medicine. The drive to
learn along with your career and stay updated on clinical research is exceedingly beneficial. Additionally, as
the pressure of equipment such as hospital beds and ventilators rise, and pandemics hit, one must be prepared
for the worst. This may bring frustration and anxiety, thus, a good doctor must overcome impulses to let these
emotions get the best of them. A good doctor is always curious and holds a progressive attitude toward failure.
L.Leape’s comprehensive study shows a rough estimate of a million patient injuries and 120,000 deaths per year
due to medical errors in America alone. Recent research has shown that the tendency to stigmatise errors is at
least 2500 years old- a good doctor must overcome this stigma, accept mistakes and use it to fuel growth in
their career. Furthermore the drive to improve should include conducting additional research if symptoms
described by a patient don’t directly conclude a diagnosis.

Ultimately, the strenuous staircase of medicine requires a great level of self-confidence, dedication and
perseverance under immense pressures. So what makes a good doctor? It’s no one-ingredient recipe, but with
passion, the right balance of virtues, trust, and a growth mindset- you’re definitely headed in the right direction.
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English
Year 8 have been studying The Media in English and have spent some lesson time analysing responses in
the media to Diversity’s ‘Black Lives Matter’ performance on Britain’s Got Talent. They were asked to write a
letter to The Sun newspaper arguing against their response to this performance. Here's how Pinelopi
Koumoutsou in 8.5 shared her voice...

Dear Editor of The Sun,

I am writing this letter in response to your recent article concerning Diversity’s BLM dance- a passionate,
poignant and certainly powerful performance in my opinion- where you dominantly stated “BGT Ofcom
Complaints hit 22k over Diversity’s BLM dance making it almost the most complained about TV item of the
decade” as your headline. I am a student at Westcliff High School for Girls and feel it is necessary, unfortunately,
for a young girl like me to address this act of injustice.

I believe that freedom of speech is the most powerful weapon in our society. As a mass media broadcaster, I
understand it is your purpose to entertain and capture the audience’s attention into buying your product.
Especially as a tabloid media, you often use gossip and eye-catching features aimed at your audience. But, have
you considered the impact of your words? The media wields significant power in the root of our society’s system.
Known as the fourth estate, media, such as yours, can have a large social influence and even impact the public’s
opinion: a public today so gullible and indirectly controlled and manipulated behind their backs by the media. By
using such a negative, offensive and inflammatory headline, you are instantly carving opinions into the reader’s
mind, had this been the only source they got their information from. Furthermore, you portray Diversity Dance
Group as scandalous, rebellious and inappropriate. This is wrong. Freedom of speech is a microphone: for us to
raise our voices all as one. Freedom of speech is knowledge: for us to dismantle and debate the lies and wrong
information. Freedom of speech is a weapon: for us to fight for what we believe is right. This is the only road to
change. Diversity as a group are protected by their freedom of speech to express their beliefs and bravely raise
their voices for justice and equality. Yet, you use your power as a platform to manipulate others into thinking they
are rebels. Who are you to silence their voices?

Let’s look at undeniable hard facts. Black Caribbean pupils were nearly twice as likely to be excluded as white
pupils in the academic year 2016/2017 and 3 times more likely to be permanently excluded. In London in 2018,
ethnic minorities earned 21.7% less than the rest of the population, 1.9 million black ethnicity minority workers are
paid about

£3.2 billion less than their white counterparts every year. Black people are 10 times more likely to be

stopped and searched by police than white people. This is the heartbreaking data from the UK. So, do Black Lives
really matter in the UK? This is the message that Diversity bravely expressed during the performance and it has
been further proved by the media’s reaction to it. As a result of being politically and personally biased, the
media has the ability to shed light on the specific information they share, or don’t, and definitely how they
portray it. When you type Diversity Dance, you have to scroll a long way down before finding one positive media
portrayal of their performance: a performance which beautifully expressed the right to equality and peace
between everyone in the world. This is evident racism as you decide to report on the number of complaints rather
than educating your audience of the systemic racism in our system and racial inequality in my society. Your
society. Our society. This audience includes thousands of young people who access their information online and
will go on to pave our country’s future with beliefs and opinions planted in them by negative media broadcasting.

In conclusion, I hope you understand the influence your portrayal as media is having politically and socially on this
critically important subject and learn not to silence the message of such passionate voices with negative
information. Thank you for acknowledging my opinion.

Faithfully,
Pinelopi Koumoutsou
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What a privilege it’s been to hear Year 8s voices
during this unit so far: focus on print, broadcast
and internet based media and how it’s used in
society has meant we’ve even gone so far as to

@whsgenglish

try to redefine international law on ‘freedom of
the press’ for the modern world. Students have
been amazed and impassioned to learn more
about the influence of the media and have been
looking at concepts such as the ‘echo chamber’
where our own views are reflected back to us
using online algorithms – and the perils of this.
Their writing shares their views; shares their
voice. We couldn’t be more proud to teach you
all and to be part of your journey.

The English Department - Year 8 Team

If you've written an essay, a short story, a poem or any other piece of work that you would like to share
with the wider school community then please speak to your subject teacher or email Miss Manicom at
st-beth.manicom@whsg.info for a chance to be featured in the next newsletter!

CATCH ME READING AWARD
Despite the lockdown we still managed to collect quite
a few ‘Catch Me Reading’ draw entries. The winner
was drawn by Dr Hayman and we are delighted to
announce Imaan Betteridge, 8.5 was the winner of a

£10

Amazon voucher.

‘Catch Me Reading’
is a literacy
initiative. Students

draw. The lucky winner
receives a

£10

Amazon voucher!

‘caught’ reading
outside of lessons
are entered into a
termly prize

ART
Here's a small selection of
some of our student's art
work this term - to see
more visit our Art
Department's instagram!

@whsgart
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SAFEGUARDING

If you are experiencing online bullying or something

As part of our commitment to ensuring the safety and

you trust, or you can talk to Childline at any time 0800

else online has worried you please speak to an adult

well-being of our students, we have launched a new

1111 at www.childline.org.uk

section on our school website for Safeguarding, which
will be updated with information, advice and guidance to
help you to keep up-to-date with new developments and
agencies to support young people.

CEOP helps any child or young person under the age of
18 who is being pressured, forced or tricked into taking
part in sexual activity of any kind. This can be something

SAFEGUARDING
IS EVERYONE'S
RESPONSIBILITY

that has taken place either online or in 'the real world', or
both. The CEOP Safety Centre has clear information and
advice on what canbe reported to CEOP, the reporting
process and what will happen if you do decide to make a
report. You can visit the CEOP Safety Centre and make a
report directly to CEOP by clicking the Click CEOP
button.
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TERM DATES

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
January 2021
4th - FIRST DAY OF TERM
4th-15th - Year 13 Pre-Public Examinations
11th - Year 12 Frantic Assembly Workshop
20th - Year 11 Parents Evening

February 2021
5th - Year 11 and Year 13 Leavers Photos
10th - Year 8 Parents Evening
12th - INSET DAY
15th-19th - HALF TERM

Please check the weekly bulletin for further updates and additions.
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

@whsgschool

@WHSG1920

fb.me/WHSG1920

OTHER SCHOOL SOCIAL MEDIA
@WhsgScience

@WHSGMedSoc

@Librarywhsg

@whsg1920_pta

@whsg_biology

@WHSGHistory

@whsgenglish

@whsgmusic

@whsglibrary

@whsg1920_pta

@whsg_productdesign

@whsgart

@whsg_museumofdesign
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